
2001: A Scorecard
How close are we to building HAL? I’m sorry, Dave, I’m afraid we can’t do that

I t will always be easier to make or-
ganic brains by unskilled labor than
to create a machine-based artificial
intelligence. That joke about doing

things the old-fashioned way, which ap-
pears in the book version of 2001: A
Space Oriyssv, still has an undeniable ring
of truth. The science-fiction masterpiece
will probably be remembered best for the
tinely honed portrait of a machine that
could not only reason but also experi-
ence the epitome of what it means to be
human: neurotic anxiety and self-doubt.

The Heuristically programmed i\Lgo-
rithmic Computer, a.k.a. HAL, may serve
as a more fully rounded representation of
a true thinking machine than the much
vaunted Turing test, in which a machine
proves its innate intelligence by fooling a
human into thinking that it is speaking
to one of its own kind. In this sense,
HAL’s abilities-from playing chess to
formulating natural speech and reading
lips-may serve as a better benchmark
for measuring machine smarts than a
computer that can spout vague, canned
maxims that a human may interpret as
signs of native intelligence.

Surprisingly, perhaps, computers in
some cases have actually surpassed writer
Arthur C. Clarke’s and film director Stan-
ley Kubrick’s vision of computing tech-
nology at the turn of the millennium.
Today’s computers are vastly smaller,
more portable and use software interfaces
that forgo the type of manual controls
found on the spaceship Discovery 1. But
by and large, computing technology has
come nowhere close to HAL. David G.
Stork, who edited Hal’s Ltpcy:  2001’S
Computer us Dream and Reality, a collec-
tion of essays comparing the state of
computing with HAL’s capabilities, re-
marks that for some defining characteris-
tics of intelligence-language, speech
recognition and understanding, com-
mon sense, emotions, planning, strategy,
and lip reading-we are incapable of ren-
dering even a cough facsimile of a H,\L.
“In all of the human-type problems,
we’ve fallen far, far short,” Stork says.

Even computer chess, in which seem-
ing progress has been made, deceives. In
1997 IBM’s Deep Blue beat then world
champion Carry Kasparov. Deep Blue’s

victory, though, was more a triumph of
raw processing power than a feat that
heralded the onset of the age of the intel-
ligent machine. Quantity had become
quality, Kasparov said in describing Deep
Blue’s ability to analyze 200 million chess
positions a second. In fact, Murray F.
Campbell, one of Deep Blue’s creators,
notes in Hd’s  Legllcy that although Kas-
parov, in an experiment, sometimes failed
to distinguish between a move by Deep
Blue and one of a human grandmaster,
Deep Blue’s overall chess style did not ex-
hibit human qualities and therefore
was not “intelligent.” HAL, in con-
trast, played like a real person. The
computer with the unblinking
red eye seemed to
intuit from the out-
set that its oppo-
nent, Discovqv  crew-
man Frank Poole,
was a patzer, and so
it adjusted its strate-
~7 accordingly. HAL
would counter with

sorts of get-rich-quick schemes. lihc ge-
netic algorithms [and neural  nctworks(
where you’re hoping vou won’t have to
figure anything out,” &sky says.

Meanwhile Clarke, ensconced in his
Sri Lankan  home, has begun to cxpcri-
ence an onslaught of press inquiries.
“2001  is rearing its ugly head.” he says.
“I’m absolutely bombed out of my mind
with interviews and TV.” (George Orwell.
who died in 1950, probabtv would have
been glad that he never livid to see Janu-
ary 1, 1984.) On the morning of Novern-
ber 8, Clarke, 83, who suffers from a pro-
gressive neurological condition th,lt pre-
vents him from walking, had already
received 10 e-mails, most from journal-
ists requesting interviews. At the time,
Clarke was preparing to put on scuba
gear (something he not done in seL,cral

years) so that he could be pho-

a move that was not
the best one possi-
ble, to draw Poole I I

into a trap, unlike Deep Blue, which as-
sumes that its opponent always makes
the strongest move and therefore coun-
ters with an optimized parry.

The novel of 2001 explains how the
HAL 9000 series devetoped out of work
by Marvin Minsky of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and another re-
searcher in the 1980s that showed how
“neural networks could be generated auto-
matically-self-replicated-in accordance
with an arbitrary learning program. Arti-
ficial brains could be grown by a process
strikingly analogous to the development
of the human brain.” Ironically, Minsky,
one of the pioneers of neural networks
who was atso an adviser to the filmmak-
ers (and who almost got killed by a falling
wrench on the set), says today that this
approach should be relegated to a minor
role in modeling intelligence, while crit-
icizing the amount of research devoted
to it.

“There’s only been a tiny bit of work
on commonsense reasoning, and I could
almost characterize the rest as various

tographed in a local
swimming pool by not-
ed photojournalist I’c-
ter Menzel for the Ger-
man magazine Stenr.

I
Asked if he regrets put-
ting “2001” in the title
of the screenplay, Clarke
replies, “1 think it was
Stanley’s idea.”

J In any case, Clarke re-
mains undeterred by

+! how far off the mark his
vision has strayed. Ma-
chine intelligence will

become more than science tiction, he be-
lieves, if not by the year marked on the
cover of this magazine. “I think it’s in-
evitable; it’s just part of the evolutionary
process,” he says. Errors in prediction,
Clarke maintains, get counterbalanced
over time by outcomes more fantastic
than the original insight. “First our es-
pectations of what occurs outrun what’s
actually happening, and then eventually
what actually happens far exceeds our
expectations.”

Quoting himself (Clarke’s third law),
Clarke remarks that “any sufficiently ad-
vanced technology is indistinbwishable
from magic; as technology advances it cre-
ates magic, and [AI is] going to be one of
them.” Areas of research that target the ul-
timate in miniaturization, he adds, may
be the key to making good minds. “When
nanotechnology is fully developed, they’re
going to churn jartiticial  brains! out as
fast as they like.” Time will tell if that’s
prediction, like Clarke’s speculations
about telecommunications satellites, or 5
just a prop for science tiction. -Gq Stix 2
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